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33152
 Gothic d handle
Size: 6’’ x 1 ⅜’’

33153
 Gothic d handle
Size: 8’’ x 1 ¾’’

33168
 Bean d handle

Size: 4’’ x 1’’

33167
 Bean d handle
Size: 8’’ x 1 ½’’

33169
 Bean d handle
Size: 6’’ x 1 ½’’

33169
 Bean d handle
Size: 6’’ x 1 ½’’

ProdUCT InForMATIon:ProdUCT InForMATIon:ProdUCT InForMATIon:

our blacksmiths fashion these d-handles with great skill from a single piece 
of steel forming either gothic ends or bean ends.  

we offer three sizes in each style. The largest d-handles are the same overall 
length as the medium thumblatches. They can be used on full size doors, 
cupboards and drawers.  

The quality must be seen to be appreciated.

COLLECTION

www.mikewye.co.uk

33151
 Gothic d handle

Size: 4’’ x 1’’
 Gothic d handle

Size: 4’’ x 1’’

 Bean d handle
Size: 4’’ x 1’’
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Bean Suffolk latches

ProdUCT InForMATIon:

As the name suggests the Suffolk latch originated in the county of Suffolk in 
East Anglia.

The thumb piece passes through the door and raises the latch bar off the keep. 
To restrict the latch bar movement a staple pin or screw on staple pin is provided 
(discard unused pin).  

The heavy bean latch (33159) is designed for larger doors. For very thick doors 
over 45mm use the 33101Xl complete with large thumb piece.

All thumb latches are sold as a complete set including the necessary screws.

33101
 Medium Bean 

Thumblatch
Size: 8 ½’’ x 2’’

Bean Thumblatch 
Side View

33101XL
 Medium Bean 

Thumblatch
Size: 8 ½’’ x 2’

33159
 heavy Bean 
Thumblatch
Size: 9’’ x 2’’

33159
 heavy Bean 

COLLECTION

www.mikewye.co.uk

33304
Screw on Staple 

Penny End
Size: 4 ⅜’’ x  ⅝’’
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Gothic Suffolk latches
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33244
 locking Staple Pin
Size: 2 ¼’’ x 2 ½’’

Gothic Thumblatch 
Side View

ProdUCT InForMATIon:ProdUCT InForMATIon:ProdUCT InForMATIon:
hand forged Suffolk latches are one of the most evocative period pieces available 
to you if you are after recreating an authentic feel and atmosphere with your 
restoration project. There is a uniquely satisfying clanking sound as the thumb 
plate is depressed or the latch bar clicks into the notch of the keep. Each door has 
its own unique sound, too, depending on its method of construction and quality 
of the timber used. over the years you’ll eventually get to know each one as it’s 
opened – and by whom – almost as if each room has been given its own voice! 
If you require locking your toilet or bathroom door the locking staple pin (33244) 
is the answer. It has a leather thong with a pin to stop the movement of the latch 
bar. 
All thumb latches are sold as a complete set including the necessary screws.

33304/1
 Screw on Staple
Size: 4 ⅜’’ x  ⅝’’

33203
Frame keep Pin
Size: 2 ½’’ x 2’’

33202
 Staple Pin

Size: 2 ¼’’ x 2 ½’’
 Staple Pin

Size: 2 ¼’’ x 2 ½’’

33150XL
Gothic Thumblatch
Size: 8 ½’’ x 1 ¾’’

COLLECTION

www.mikewye.co.uk

33150
 Gothic Thumblatch
Size: 8 ½’’ x 1 ¾’’
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